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Viterbi's Algorithm is useful in communication problems for combatting intersymbol interference, and decoding convolutional codes. An. implementation of
Viterbi's Algorithm in CMOS silicon VLSI technology using the highly parallel
Shuffle Excbange (SE) architecture is presented.

Two prototype decoder chips were designed and constructed to decode one
source symbol per clocl cycle. The first protot)?e has four processors, and operates
at sp€eds up to 2.0 MHz. The second protot¡pe is a two processor expandable chip
set, designed to operate between 5 and 10 MHz. This prototype has not been tested,
due to a wiring error.
The study verified that the SE layout is practical for solving Viterbi's Algorithm
where decoding speed is important, and small problem sizes a¡e involved. A method
is developed to extend the practical problem sÞe by partitioning'the SE graph across
chip boundaries, and wiring the remaining level of the SE graph on the printed circuit board level ratber tbatr at the single chip level.
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For a ûnite bandwidth communications channel, intersymbol interference (ISI)
becomes detrimental when the syrtem is employed nearer its theoretical capacity. ISI

manifests itself when channel output is affected by the current input symbol and the
previous v input symbols (v is called memory length or constraint length). The effect

is that the symbols a¡e smea¡ed together and the output can no longer be interpreted

without the contextual information of the previous u symbols. This is illustrated in
Figure

1.

Sounce

Data

cjl-ìanne 1 Outout

FQure

n:

Channel wíth

ISI.

Convolutional coding is often used with channels that have a high ernount of
noise, or are prone to burst errors. A convolutional code adds controlled redundancy to a s¡mbol sequence. For exnmple, an (n$g) code uses the current k symbols and previous k xm symbols to encode a sequence of k sd,urce symbols into a
sequence of n channel qøbols. Because the channel symbols are each functions of
past inputs, the decoder in the receiver must use the contextual information of the
previous k xsn symbols to decode the current ouÞut symbols.

Viterbi's algorithm, which is described in tbe next chapter, is useful for solving
both ISI and convolutional decoding problems.

Chapter

n

trntroduction

Although the Viterbi Algorithm (VA) provides the basis for a good theoretical
receiver, íts complexity grows exponentially as the constraint tengh increases. The
obþctive of this study is to show thae by using a highly parallel architecture the V,{
can produce real time solutions to reasonably complex problems. Of the many parallel solutions described by Gulak pl, the Shuffle Exchange layout was chosen as having the greatest Bp€ed potential, while still being reasonably compact.

This work describes a design methodology lor ímplementing the V.{ in a
Shuffle Exchange (SE) layout, which requires 2' processors to solve binary ISI problems, or 2ø processors to decode (n,1p) convolutional codes. The protot¡rye designs
show that the resulting layout is practical with present technology, and meets the
obþctives of higb Bpeed decoding without using unreasonably large area. A strategy
is described to erpand the design to solve larger problem sizes. The design is structured and modular, and proyes to be f,exible in terms of building decodeis with
different design constraínts. Also, the experience in laying out the design has
allowed the conetant factors in a¡ea-time complexities for VLIS referred to in [1], to
be approxímated for this architecture"
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This chapter discusses how the Viterbi Algorithm is used to solve intersymbol
interference and convolutional decoding problems, and provides an illustrative example for each problem. Finally, it describes six ways in which the VA may be implemented in hardware and gives reasons why the Shuffle Exchange layout was chosen
in the present work.

2.3., How¡

the A,lgorithm Combats

ESI

Viterbi's Algorithm combats ISI by taking into account the previously received
symbols when determining the currently received symbol. Perhaps the easiest way to
explain the algorithm is by considering a specific s¡ample. Consider a communications channel that has the impulse response shown in Figure 2, as measured at the
sampled output of a matched filter. As shown, the channel output is affected not
only by the current input, but also by the previous two inputs. The quantizer in the
re¡eiver has a resolution of 0.1 units. In terms of representing the channel output,
Figure 3 shows how the channel can be modelled as a Mealy state machine [2], where
the tlvo previous input symbols represent a channel state, and the current input sym-

bol represents a transition variable. (The noise and channel together are referred to
as a Markov process [3], but the Mealy concePt is useful later.)
For a bÍnary channel, each state has two possible transitions. For example, if the
two previously transmitted bits were (0,1), the channel would be in state 1. Receiving a 0 would caus€ a transition into state 2, while receiving a 1 would cause a transition into state 3, as the ts¡o most recent bits would be (1,0) and (1,1) respectively at
the next bit interval. Thus there are eight expected channel output values, one for
each possible threc bit input Eequence, as shown in Table 1.

If

one represents the available states at an interval in time by a column of dots
and draws in each valid state transition between that column and the next, one
obtains one step of a trellis diagram for the channel as given in Figure 4. Each

3
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State Model

of Channel.

transition has associated with ít an expected value determined by the channel
ímpulseresponse;designatedbythev(nT)columninTable1.
Because noise is introduced into the data Eequence, the received values may

differ somewhat from the ideal state transition values. This means that a received
bit cennot be identified simply by picking a transition with a matching v(nT). Therefore a measure of closeness, or a metric, is used to indicate how well each possible
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Table n:

Current
State

C

hannel State Transítions.

Next

Transition

State

0

0

6

Ftgore

4:

Ùínsry Trellis (M:2),

v:2.

transition value and a received value match. This 'metric' need not fulfill all the
metríc axioms, but generally, a metric is 0 for a perfect match, and increases monotonically with effor. Iû this example, a$ absoluie value metric,

Mt :lrec -

expected

I

is used.

Viterbi's Algorithm is a graph search procedure applicable to trellises, and
determines an overall path through the trellis states least likely to be in error, i.e. the
maximum likelihood path. This corresponds to finding a path whose transition
metrics give the lowest sum, indicating that the accumulated error is a minimum.
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for such a path would take an impractically long
tíme, the V.å breaks the procedure ínto stepo and maintains only Ã4' paths at each
step, where M is the number of channel symbols (M : 2 f.or binary) and v is the
Eecauee an exhaustive search

memory length. For a particular time, each trellis state is assigned a state metric consisting of the sum of the transition metrice accumulated in reaching that state via the

t:0.

of the path is also associated with each
node. At the next time interval, the algorithm compares the. sums of the previous
lowest cost path since time

.4, record

state and transition metrics for the M input paths on the trellis for each node. Of
the M paths, the ones with the higher sums are obviously not part of the lowest cost

path, so the path wíth the lowest sum is chos,en, and the sum becomes the state
metric for this node, while the otber paths are thrown away. The path record
(called a survivor sequence) ir updated with this newest transition. lVhen the whole
sequence has been received, the node with the lowest state metric holds a record of
the lowest cost path through the entire trellis.
Figure 5 shows an example transmission for the binary channel with memory
length of two bits. The transmitted sequence is distorted witb ISI by the channel
respons€ and theo noise is added, resulting in the received sequence whích apperlrs
above the corresponding trellis step in the figure. The transition metrics are labeled
on the lines connecting nodes, while each state metric appeÍus above the node.
Althougb for a short transmission it ís possible to maintain a full record of state
transitions at each node, it is readily seen that tlris would become impractica! when
decoding a continuous message. ffowever, from observing the example in Figure 5, a
solution becomes spparent. Each of the four states in the last.trellis step agree on
the first four path decisions. Since no paths have been retained which could bave a
lower cost at a later stage, tbese four steps wíll be part of the overall sequence which
will be chosen when the message has been completely decoded. These decision
values become the ûrst four decoded bits. The four paths are said to merge and the
history preceding the merge point may be extracted from the decoder. Therefore,
the decoder is only required to keep a record of the decisions since the sequences
last merged. Survivor sequences merge at random intervals, but simulation studies
have shown that merging typically occurs within 5v trellis tt"g"t [C¡.

2"2. Ðeeoding Comvolutional Codes
Convolutional codes add redundancy to source data by convolving it with an
appropriate coding transfer function. Each cbannel symhcl is a function of several

6
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v:2.

An (n,k,m) encoder takes k input bits and shifts them into k.
separate shift registers of lengths up to n¡ bits. It produces n outputs from these k
past input symbols.

inputs and their delayed predecessors. The channel then cÍuries n/k times as many
bits as the source produces. Lin and Costello [5] Srte a more thorough explanation
of convolutional codes.
As an E¡ample, consider the (3,13) encoder in Figure 6 with the generator potynomial: G(D) = p+D,1+D2,1+D+D21, where D is the unit delay op€rator.
Mathematically, the encoding may be performed by a matrix riultiplication, v:uG,
ç'here u i¡ an input sequence of lengh L, v is the encoded vector of length
n(L +m), and G is an L by n(L *m) matríx derived from the generator polynomial:

trrt rol 011
G=l

I

rrr rol
111

011

101

011

t

If u : (1101m) then L:6, and the encoded data would be
v : [111 010 110 lm 101 011 0m 0(Ð], where every bit in v is a function of three bits
in u.

Chapter
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6:

(3JÐ Convolwíotul Encoder.

An alternate view of convolutional coding is to model the encoder as a state
machine with

2ú

states, each having 2k transitions to other states. As with the ISI

s¡amplo, let the state of the (3,1p) encoder of Figure 6 consist of the two past input
bits, and the transition va¡iable is the current input. As a transition occurs, the n bit
sequence ma¡ked along the state transition line in Figure 7 is sent into the channel.

Next

Curnent

State

State

0

0

Fþure

7:

(3,1Ð Code Trellis.

The convolutional encoder and the ISI channel can both be modeled as a state
machine. The similarity of the two problems allows the same decoding technique to
be applied in both cases. If one draws the state transition diagram for each interval
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in time, a trellis is produced. For each trellis step, the expected

sequence

for

each

transition is compared with the received sequence and a transition metric is assigned.
Each state has a metric associated with it that is the sum of all transition metrics
traversed since time t:0, using the lowest cost path into that statþ.
Continuing the above example, let the seguence u be encoded to give v. The
transmitted values will be 10 units for a 1, and 0 units for a 0. Let v be corrupted by
gaussian zero mean noise with a variance of.20 units2. Th" received values are shown
just above the trellis in Figure 8. In this case, let us use the Euclidean distance
E

metric,

M, = ã (q -Erf , where each R¡ is a component of the received n bit vector

i=l
and each E¡ is the corresponding expected component.

ul10100
vlll
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before, the state with the lowest metric represents the end point of the most
likely path througb the trellis. If we trace the path, u/e ûnd that the sequence of
.4,s

decisions was indeed u:(1101m).

This example is representative of all convolutional codes of type (nÅ,m) where
k:1. If k is permitted to be larger than 1, the trellis is no longer binary, and every
state has 2È possible transitions. The application of the VA to trellises of higher

Chapter

2

values of

ã.3.
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k is dealt with by Gulak [1].

FaraSEeE EmplememÉs$åoms

The previous tv/o sections have described how the Viterbi Algorithm works.
However, nothing has been said about how it can be implementêd or how quickly it
can make decisions. One method of implementing the VA is with the Shuffle
Exchange layout, but in order to understand how the SE layout.ûts into the broader
scope of available layouts, an overview of several implementations is now presented.
Thís description is not meant to completely eiplain the functioning of these alternative layouts. A more thorough description can be found in [1]. The notation used in
this section corresponds to that developed for the ISI problem, i¡nless indicated otherwise.

2.3.1. Slngte Processor
The algorithm can be programmeci on a single processor machine, such as a general purpose microprocessor or a digital signal processing chip. Alternatively, specialized high speed V.d hardware can be designed. The dominant part of a uniprocessor layout is the memory, which grows in proportion to

M'+r. As the constraint

length increases, the uniprocessor is the smallest layout available. However, it is
slower than a parallel implementatíon since it must perform M'Add-Compare-Select
(ACS) operations in series for each received symbol (M:2 for binary).
2.g.2. Cascade
This layout depicted in Figure 9 uses v identical ACS processors, with First In
First Out (FIFO) queues of varying lengths between them to accommodate the routing of metrics and survivors. It processes v symbols at a time, in 2u time units yielding a net processing speed of. Mu/v time units per symbol. For small constraint
lengths, the a¡ea is proportional to v, but as v increases, the FIFO queues grow as 2'
and eventualty dominate the area. The routing control used in this layout for the
metrics is complicated. The cascade is easily partitionable into several VLSI chips if
the need arises.

10
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Flgure

9:

Csscade Layout,

v:3, M=2.

2.3.3. l-D Array

A

set of M"+r identical ACS half processors can be joined

in a line to form

a

in Figure 10, with Íuea proportional to Mu+r. The array is
capable of solving the VA ín M" time units per symbol. The .only communication
bets'een units is the exchanging of metrics and histories with nearest neighbours.
systolic array as shown

This layout has the advantage of easy partitioning if a multi chip system is desired,
because only limited VO is required at a junction between processors. However, most
of the execution cycle is devoted to metric routing and only a small portion to ACS
operations, yielding an inefficient design.

Sequence

ContFo I

Output

OÞÊenva

Path

Metnlc

Genenaton

Fþure X0: I-D Arrøy Løyoul, v:3, M:2.
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2-EÞ

Á,rrøy

T'he above ídea can be modified to set up a t\Ã'o dimensional array of identical

VA

in Figure 11. Communicatíon occurs horizontally and vertically between nearest, and next to nearest neighbours. If it is possible
to make use of the processors which are idle due to shorter information migration

processors 8o solve the

as shown

distances, the speed is lower bounded by

*

time units per symbol. The control

algorithm for this circuit would be quite roJpl"*,

bu,

the wiring for such an íuray

of 2'processors ie compact.

Fþure tr3: 2-D Arrøy Løyout, v:3.

2.3.5. Shuffle Erchange
Complicated control systems can be avoided by connecting M' processors
according to the SE graph in Figure 12. dll communication is done in one step,
allowing the algorithm to process data in one time unit per symbol. The connections
are not nearest neighbour, so a larger wire area is used to wire past processors. This
layout is partitionable to some extent, leading to a'generic" SE building block that is
ûot restricted to a particular constraint length.
2.3"6. Cube-Connected Cycles
Rings of v processors can be arranged on a v dimensional h¡percube as in Figure 13, thus using u2u processors. Although it uses u times ûìore processors, the layout is more regula¡ than the SE and thereby saves some wiring area. It can op€rate

on v separate data Btreams in one time unit. This layout is suitable for implementing
functional blocks in se,parate chips and making from them large decoders of arbitrary

L2
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F'þure X2: Shuflle Exchange Layout, v=3, M:2.

problem size on circuit boa¡ds. The Cube-Connected Cycles (CCC) layout can also
be laid out in H-tree or Y-tree formation t1].

FtEure

13: Cube-Connected

Cycles Løyout,

v:3, M:2.

2.3.7. The Cholce

Althougb each of the above layouts can be used to implement Viterbi's Algorithm, this thesis considers only one layout. Current implementation feasibility and
high operating speed were considered important in the selection process.
The 2-D array was not chosen for study because to make it faster than the l-D
array, one must design a very complicated controller [1]. Some study should be done

t3
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to

show whether the lower bound on slmbol processing time could,
obtained, as the speed would make this an attractive solution.

in fact, be

The l-D array was not chosen, because aside from a constant factor, it functions
at the sâme speed as the uníprocessor solution, while using 2'+l processors. In the
s¡rstolic array, the area used by the processing elements dominates that used by the
storage elements, whíle for the uniprocessor, the processing element could almost be
neglected compared to the memory area.

The CCC uses v times as many processors as the SE for a decoder of the same
constraint lengh. Since the area for the SE circuit is nearly inadequate, a CCC is
less practical than the SE is with the technology currently available.
The uniprocessor solution was not chosen for study because a simple solution
already exists. A signal processing microprocessor, such as the Texas Instruments
TMS32010, could be programmed to perform the ACS operations for each state in
sequence. A greater throughput could be attaíned by using a specialized ACS processof, but the speed of operation would still be Mv times lower than the SE. The
uniprocessor is a good solution where high deæoding speed can be traded off for
higher memory lengths.

The choice of layouts was therefore reduced to the cascade and the SE layouts
as providing the greatest area-tíme advantages. The cascade layout is a very reasonable method of rclving the VA. It uses very little area, and k the second fastest
implementatíon of those mentioned above. It bea¡s closer study and was not used
here simply because

¡

plicated control ci¡cuit

¡,

d

times slower than the SE.

tU"l tle

It

also requires a more com-

SE, and is not as flexible when changing the memory

length after a design has been completed.

It

is likely that

if speed is not critical,

this

layout would be the most useful of all, because it would allow large problem sizes to
be handled that currently cannot be attempted even with graph partitioning as
described for the SE in the next chapter.

The SE was chosen mainly because it has the highest throughput of the six layouts examined.

It

is Mu/v times faster than the cascade,

^o6t

(where M:2) times

faster than the lower bound on the 2-D array. The SE n", oo'.otplex control logic
and conforms naturally to solving the VA trellis. Also, if edge partitioning is used to
construct a chip set, one generic chip can be used to solve the VA for many different

constraint lengths. Its disadvantage is that the layout becomes impractically large
except for problem sizes of small constraint lenglh, v ( 9.
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3.3.. Representation

of the Tnellis as a SE Graph

One can see from the previous ISI and convolutíonal decoding s¡amples, that
solutions for each are obtained in a yery similar manner. In these s¡amples, the
differences occur only in the manner in which a symbol or group of symbols is used
to create a transition metric. To avoíd confusion, the exâmples and terminology used

from now on will correspond to the ISI problem, unless stated otherwise.
The trellis diagram of Figure 14 shows that at a particular time interval, several
operations must be performed for each state of the trellis. For each of the two input
brancbes, the state metric

(Mrl) of the previous state must be added to the transi-

tion metric (M,t¿) associated with that branch. The lowest sum is then kept, becoming the new state metric, and the state history associated with that branch is
recorded.

state

0

t

M

tn

n-l

:
Ms ta :
Mr 2t, :
Mr 3,, :
M

¡ o,n-l

I M¡ ln-l
2

Ms

2tt-l

3

Ms

3¡--l

Figure

tr4:

s ¡tt

mín

[ (M,

o,o

-r*Mr

o,o) ,

(M, z¡-t+M t z,ù J

minl (M, o¡ -t*M, o,r) , (M, ztr-t*Mt Z,t)l

mínl(M, ur-t*M, n) , (M, t,n-r+M¡ z2)l
minl (M, r,o-r*Mt t,t) , (Mr 3,u-t+Mr 33) I

Viterbi Trellis for M:2 v:2.

Since the same set of operations is required at each state, why not associate a
dedicated processor with each rtate, so that the work may proceed in parallel? The
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input streams to each state processor cÍuTy the stored state metric and survivor
sequence values of the previous time interval along the trellis branches. (.{ stream
contains one state metric and one survivor sequence.) The receiving state processor
adds the corresponding transition metrics and state metrics, and propagates the
stream associated witb the lowest sum. Once the decisions have all been made, they
are stored and the state prôcessors are used for the next time interval.

Therefore, each processor, as shown

in Figure

15, must

þrform three basic

operations:

1)
2)
3)

Add the transition metrics to the sum of the previous metrics.
Compare the metric sums.
Select the lowest sum and record its corresponding state history.

These three opefations constitute an Add-Compare-Select (ACS) operation. This
method of parallel processing has the highest throughput possible fcr a single data
sequence. Each received symbol is processed in only one symbol time interval.

M sa.

¡-r

H u-z-o

Flgure

15:

ACS unit

for stae

0.

single stage of the trellis diagram used in the V.4, examples maps naturally
onto the SE graph [6] described by Stone [7]. If each node in a Stone graph is
represented by a unique v bit binary number ( v is the constraint leng¡h)

A

Sr-1,...,S0 then two nodes Ì.{, N', are linked by a shuffle edge if N:.Sr-1,...,S0
and N ':S u-2,. . . ,S0 , Sv-1, i.e., N'is a cyclic shift of N. Two nodes N, N", are connected by an exchange edge if N" is a cyclic shift of N, followed by complementing
the least significant bit (LSB). This arrangement of connectivity is isomorphic to one

16
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of the VA trellis

because

of the nature of the problem; state changes are

caused when new ínformation ís shifted into the channel, or the encoder memory.

Thompson uses another definítion of a SE graph

[8]. If

each node in a Thomp-

v bit binary number Sr-1, . . . ,S0 then two
nodes N, N' ate linked by a shuffle edge íf .Ftl =.1,-¡, . . . ,S0 and
N':Su-2,...,S0,Sr-!, í.e., N'ís a cyclic shift of N. Two nodes are connected by
an exchange edge if ¡{', N" differ only in bit s0. The collection äf all cyclic shifts of
son graph is represented by a unique

a node N is called a necklace. .A necklace that has v nodes is said to be full, while

a

necklace with only one node is called a self loop. Figure 16b shows the resulting
topology.

Ftg¡¡re

16: s) Actual Conneclíon

It would be desirable to find a relationship

b) Thompson SE Graph.

between Stone's SE graph, and that

of Thompson, because compact layouts have been found for Thompson's graphs [9].

It

can be seen that Stone's exchange connection between N and Ì.{" can be viewed as

a shuffle from N to N', followed by an exchange between N'and F{". As a shuffle
connection betweæn N and Ì{' already exists, the information can travel along the
Barne connection up to N'n whereupon the exchange connection bypasses N'and its
information travels on to N". There is no extra delay in routing the message from N
to N" past N', except for that associated with the incremental wire routing distance.

If

the shuffle and exchange conoections ín the Stone graph are ínterpreted in
this manner, it ís isomorphic to the Thompson SE graph. This allows one to use the
results in [9] to produce a compact layout. Figure 16a shows the actual connection of
the processors according to the trellis, while Figure 16b shows the Thompson graph
for the Shuffle Exchange.
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3.?. ffiardware

FusmeËüoms

.4s opposed 8o a network

of

genenal purpose processors, where protocols and

queues are usually needed, the hardware for implementing Viterbi's Algorithm

in

a

Shuffle Exchange ís quite simple. Each state processor alwa¡rs receives rwo distinct
input strearns from two different prccessors. Tbese streams are hardwired in the
pattern of the SE graph and the only message control necessary is that all messages
must be transmitted synchronously. This is done by storing each new decision output until the correct clock pulse issues the order for the outputs to take on the ne\H
values, and for the next set of decisions to begin.
The basic ha¡dware for the VA processor in Figure 15 consists of several simple
functional units. Each of the two input state metrics, one from the preceding processor on the necklace and the other from the partner on the edge, is fed along with its
associated transition metric, into its respective adder. The two'sums are compared,

and a signal is generated to indicate the lower sum. This select signal controls two
multiplexers, one selects the lowest state m?tric sum, and the other selects the
corresponding survivor sequence. The outputs from these multiplexers are stored in

the respective state metric sum and survivor sequence registers'and then await the
next decoding cycle. To avoid metric overfow, if the state metrics in all the processors have exceeded a defined threshold, normalization is performed before the
streâms are transmitted to the next processors at the next clock pulse. Also, a new
bit is shifted into the LSB position of the survivor sequence, to keep track of this
path decision. The oldest survivor sequence bit of each processor would be identical
if a merge has occurred recently enough, so the oldest bit from one of the processors
is latched to be used as the decoder output, while the most significant bit (MSB)
from each of the other processors is simply dropped. Except for output storage, all
functions may occur asynchronously, i.e., as data becomes available.
The transition metrics can either be calculated, or be looked up in a table contained in Read Only Memory (ROM) or Random ,{ccess Memory (RAM). If RAM is
used, some method of initializing the contents must be provided.

3"3" EmplememËaÊiom $8ra6egÍes
The Shuffle Exchange layout is attractive for VLSI implementation of Viterbi's
.Algorithm because there is a procedure for laying out the nodes which guarantees a
compact design [10] that approaches asymptotic optimality for v> 10. For smaller
graphs, a heuristic approach [9] produces more compact results. This approach is
18
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based on ordering the necklaces from
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left to right so that the minimum value of the

nodes in each necklace forms an increasing sequence. The necklaces are placed vert-

ically, and the exchange edges are ínserted between corresponding nodes in a way
that minimizes the number of horizontal rows of connections.

If

the entire design fits onto one silicon die, a minimum of Input/Ouþut (VO) is
required. ,Aside from the power and control signals, only the attributes of the
received signal upon wbich the transition metrics are based must be supplied and a
single serial output is generated. As VLSI technology imDroves and the number of
transistors on a chip increases, decoders for problems with larger v

will

be accommo-

dated on a single chip.

However, even as VLSI technology improves, there will always be applications
which require a larger constraint length than the SE can accommodate on one chip.
One is then forced to construct a receiver of a lower resolution or smaller constraint

length to ût on a single chip, thereby increasing the error rate of the receiver. Alternatively, the problem could be partitioned to fit onto multiple chips and then combined on a circuit board to form a decoder of sufficient constraint length.

If a multichip con6guration

is chosen, one must immediately deal with time
penalties inherent in crossing package bounda¡ies on a circuit board. Because the
ACS operation must occur simultaneously in all processors, if even one metric must
cross a chip boundary, the .dCS operation must synchronize with the slowest
transfer. Likewise, the processing speed is limited by the slowest survivor sequence
transfer. If multiplexing of VO becomes necessÍtry, the VO speed can be severely
limited. These physical constraint issues are not addressed by the VLSI grid model.
3.3.1. Functional Fartltloning
There a¡e three ways in which the total processing a¡ea may be divided into two
or more chips. The metric calculation function and the manipulation of the survivor
requences are very loosely connected, so only the select line neeCs to communicate
between the two functions. One may achieve functional partitioning by building two
separate SE layouts, one for the ACS processors and a second for manipulating the

survivor sequences. The total VO would be the same as for the single chip version,
with the metric calculation chip using received signal parâmeters, metric initialization
and timing, while the survivor sequence chip would require only a clock input, each
processor's select line, and would generate the serial output. As an example, two 40
pin packages have enough pins to implement a 32 processor, constraint length 5 system, and consequently share the area requirements. Multiplexing VO and/or the use
19
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packages

with more pins could extend this method provided the silicon area was

available.

3.3.2. Necklsce Pøntl8lontng
Obviously, one might consider an application where using two chips would still
not provide enough silicon area to implement a receiver. In this case one must ûnd a
way of partitioning the SE graph in such a way that parts of the receiver can be built

in separate chips, but that the inter chip VO would still be feasible. It is important
to partition the SE graph so that connections outside each package are minimized
because the number of pins on a package is limited [11].

One method is to partition necklaces into chips, as depicted in Figure 17. This
results in an average chip VO of one input and output stream per processor contained on tbe chip, where a stream contains a state metric and a survivor sequence.
For a constraint length u , this solution would yield a circuit boa¡d layout of at least
2" I v chipc, with v processors ín most of the chipa [1]. Note that the number of processors per chip, and hence the constraint lengh v , is restricted both by the area
available on one die and by the number of pins available for VO in conjunction with
how much multiplexing of the UO is acceptable

l-----l

r-l

rllr

FQore

n7;

l'i'eckløce Partitioníng,

v:5, M:2.

.{ full chip set would ínclude chipa that are full necklaces, self loop chips, as
with partially full necklaces. To allow a chip to be used in any necklace
position of the SE graph, it would be necessary as part of the ínitialization process to
tell each processor whether it is an even or odd node, so that the correct bit may be
added in the survivor sequence register each clock cycle.
well

as any
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Manufacturing two or more ryrpes of chips for a particular constraint length is
expensive. To reduce the number of unique chips required for a decoder, one may
replace the above specialized chips with one containing an entire necklace, but with
a loop broken in sucb a tduay that the output of any processor may be fed back into
the chip as ín Figure 18. Although this necessitates using VO pins for one extra
input stream, one now has a general chip for constraint length v. For example, a self
loop is made by looping the output of the ûrst processor back into the chip instead

of from the last.

Extennal
LooD

>-

<J

SELF CONTA]NED

Fågure

TAPPED NECKLACT

lE:

Necklace Chíps,

14, M:2.

The 'generic" necklace chip also allows the construction of decoders with lower
constraint lenglhs than v, because fewer processors need be used from each chip

than are available. Alternatively, two or more chips may be coupled in series to
build necklaces of more than v processors. Thus, the cost of one extra input stream
may be justified by a more flexible design approach.

3.3.3. Edge Fartt¿f6nlng

The final method chosen in this study, is to partition the SE graph along the
edges as shown in Figure 19. Figure 20 shows how this method groups processors
which have input streams in common onto a chip. .4, package containing a single
processor would have two input streams and one ouþut stream, but a package consisting of two processors on the SE graph connected by an edge requires two input
streams, and two ouþut streams, or an average of only one in, and one out Per
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processor. This eliminates some of the VO involved in transferring streams between
chips.

l

la

L_
I

lt'

S'þune 1!Ð: Edge Partítioning,v4.

Flgune

20:

Edge Chíp.

One advantage of this approach over necklace partitioning is that a chip
manufactured in this manner is not constrained to solving a problem with a particular memory length. Now one simply constructs a shuffle exchange layout on a circuit
board that looks like tbe SE graph for constraint length v -1, using 2'-1 chips. This
approach collapses pairs of SE nodes into single nodes of a SE of half the size as in
Figure 21.

ooiy a 2 to 1 saving is
Unfortunately, this still leads to a high chip count,
"t
achieved. Provided that chip area is available, one may iterate tbe collapsing procedure, and again collapse the edge nodes on the collapsed SE graph. This results in
four processors per chip, again witb an ayerage of one input streâm and one outPut
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Flgore

21:

Collapsed SE Graph f or

v:4.

in a package. The circuit boa¡d layout of tbe SE graph would
use U4 of the nodes of the original SE graph, or 2"-2 chips (nodes). Like the two

streem per processor

processor version, a four processor chip is not limited to solving problems of a partic-

ular constraint length þrovided v is not less than 2) and therefore is a good candidate for commercial manufacturing.
3.3.4. Proof of Collapslng Frccedure

It

One may generalize the edge collapsing procedure for any number of iterations.
must be realized, however, that besides chip area, the number of pins available for

stream VO will limit how many processors may be put on a single chip. Only the first

collapsing produces a net saving

in VO, while more collapsing merely

reduces the

chip count, while exhibiting a linear growth in VO needs. The proof that each iteration results in a Stone shuffle exchange graph is now presented.

First deûne a binary shift right operator'* " so that C -4- B takes A in binary
form, and shifts it right by B places. During the shift, all binary places not originally
within the bit width of .4, are assumed to be 0's. The result is truncated to the width
of C. Similarly, C -A* I means that C becomes the left shift of A by B places.
To prove that the collapsed layout is also a SE graph, begrn by denoting a processor, U, by a u bit binary label, U¡, as in Figure 22. According to the Stone shuffle
exchange graph [?], a processor U¡ receives input from processor U1 if ¡ : ¡'- 1, or
j:(i- 1)+X where X :zu-l (the MSB:I, all other bits 0). Let us define a set of
processors,.5", such that U¡ ( .S, for all i which satisfy x--i- K. K is the number of
collapsing iterations and x is

a v -K bit number, i.e. can be viewed as the upper

v
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-K bits of í,

as

in F'ígure 22. Therefore we have å

Sol

Sg, 51,

:

2'-K

sets

.. ., S¿*l

it :

2K processors each. We would like to show that the new nodes .S, , will be
interconnected according to a SE graph with IJ nodes.

of

7 bits

ì/

- K bits
x.

Flgure

If

K

bits

y

22:

Bínery Label f or

we examine the set.1r, wbere 0

U

i,U j

.

s ¡ 1 L, we find that it contains processors

U, where

t

: lì

t(r-

Processor U¡ is an input
set .s,

K) , (x*

to u¡ if

K

)

i : i*

*

1,...,(.r-

K) + (N -1)
J

1 or

i : (i* 1) +x, thus, u¡

is an input to

if

i .{

(x* K)* 1, [(.r* K)* 1]+1,...,[(r* K)- 1]+f -1,
[(x* K)* ll+X , [("* K)-

where Y :L fZ (the MSB of
this set ate U ¡, where

a

lJ+X +1, . . . ,[(r*

K - 1 bit number

:

K)*

1]+X

1, all other bits

0).

+f

ì

-1 )I

So the inputs to

i : x* (K-1),:* (K-1) + 1, . ..,"* (K-1) + (f -1),
** (K -1) + (X)¡* (K-1) + (x+1),...,['- (K-1)] + (x+r-l)
We now wish to find from which s€ts, say S' the set .S, receives its inputs. As
defined above, a set.S, consists of processors U1 where !:i- K. We can determine
the set .S, from the above list of j:
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(

y <l þr* (K-X)]- K,lx*

(K-X)+11* K, . ..,[x*

(K-l)

+ (v-1)]* K,

t

[x* (K-1) + (X)]* K,[x*(K-1) + (X+1)]* K,...,[.r* (K-1) + (X+r-1)]* K
This reduces

toy:r* l

andy --x* 1+

(X- K).

Note that

X- K : 2v-tBK - Z"-K fZ : L/Z : y
In other words, y:¡ * 1, or y :(r * 1)+y . The Stone deûnition of SE deûned processor inputs to be i =í* 1, counting only the v -1 LSBs. Thus, the sets.Í" can be laid
out according to a SE graph of order v -K.

An interesting poínt to note, is that in the original SE layout, the input to each
processor splits in two, both entering a processor and traveling down the edge connection to its píutner (because of the Stone SE definition). After a graph has been
collapsed, this occurs in a slightly different way: an even numbered processor
receives the ûrst N/2 streams from its predecessor in the necklace, atrd sends the
other N/2 streams to íts odd numbered edge pÍIrtner, as shown in Figure 23. The
numbers in brackets refer to the node labels as they would be renamed for the collapsed SE graph.

Flgure

23:

Stream Splittíng.
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3.3"5. Tbe Cboice

Both necklace and edge solutions produce a low VO partitioning of the trellis.
,{s technology improves and the ratio of chip area to processor a¡ea becomes larger,
the factor governing how many processors can be placed on each chip will likely be
thenumberofVoconnectionseachprocessorrequires'
Edge partitioning was chosen for this study because in general,

it

is more flexi-

ble than necklace partitioning. The only advantage of using necklaces, is that as
VLSI technology is refined, the number of processors per chip.may be increased in
quantities of one, while for edges, the quantities must always be powers of two.
However, tbe edge method has the ûexibility of manufacturing a single chip for all
constraint lengths with a guaranteed circuit board layout, the SE graPh.
Functional partitioning may be used in conjunction with either necklace partitioning or edge partitioning to reduce the area and UO required by each method.
More than half of each streÍrm is devoted to transmitting survivor sequences between
necklaces or edges. Removing this function to another set of chips and simply
transmitting the select decision would alleviate some of the pin'scarcity problem, as
well as free up a significant portion of the chip area.
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4.3., Ðesågn Tools
This section contains a brief overview of the procedures and tools used in arriving at a ûnal chip design and implementation, and ultimately verifying its operation.
4.1.1. Fnogramrnntlc Slmol,stlon

While tryrng to understand the operation of a Shuffle Exchange implementation
of Viterbi's Algorithm, it was useful to write a computer simulation progfam. The
resulting SE simulator was written in Pascal because it allowed. modularity of functions and could manípulate data structures. This progrâm Berved two purposes:
firstly, it was used to 'desk check" the author's perception of the algorithm, and
secondly, it allowed simulation of the VA performance under various physical constraints.

The program consists of procedures which model the hardware constraints and
capabilities. All operations are limited to the same resolution as the actual ha¡dware
being simulated, and a record is kept of performance degradation due to each
approximation.

Input to the simulator is a simulated source with ISI and white noise. Parallelism is imitated through the ca¡eful use of data structures. The operational paremeters of the decoder are adjustable, so it is possible to simulate different operating
conditions, such as changing truncation widths, number of processors, survivor
sequence lengths, etc. Experimentation with these p¿uameters, coupled with the
information about performance degradation is helpful in making design tradeoffs.
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4.n.?. E[ectnlc

Electric is a VLSI CA,Þ package [12] used to design integrated circuits at the
University of Manitoba. Several of its features make Electric a convenient design
tool. The design ínterface is effícient. The program is object oriented, which
reduces the amount of knowledge the user needs about the VLSI design details, by
allowing him to deal wíth transistors or cells, instead of the mask layers partícular to
the chosen fabrication technology.

As the design proceeds, Electríc keeps track of the connectiyity of the circuit
and checks for design rule violations. These are often caused by placing two devices
closer together than the fabrication process allows, creating a potential electrical
problem. Electric gives immediate (i.e. on line) feedback to avoid potential problems.

Network lists suitable for the logic simulators can be produced from the design
database, so at any stage of the design process the actual layorit may be simulated.
This gives feedback that the designer has indeed wired the circuit as intended, as
well as verifying the logic,

From its design database, Electric prepares the Caltech Intermediate Form
(CIF) listing, which describes the mask layers in detail. This is ih" infotmation that
is sent to the manufacturer to guide the fabrication process.

4.X.3. [,oglc Slmulqtorg

Three simulators are provided on the work stations used for this thesis. Mercury (HG) uses a simple transistor model to simulate the behaviour of a given network list. CSIM is simpler and treats each transistor as a switch. Both simulators
use a network list produced by Electric to describe the circuit to.be simulated.

It

was found that HG is easily confused by large network lists and may thereby

produce erloneous results. Thus, HG was used only for circuits that the switch level
simulator would not understand, such as when two gates a¡e in contention.

The simplicity of the CSIM model allows it to simulate large portions of a
design and still yield a quick, and usually accurate, simulation. With both prototlrpes, the CSIM simulator was able to simulate the major components.

when more
^A,PLSIM, so named because of its .{PL based interface, is used
accurate simulation is needed. This simulator uses a more detailed transistor model
than HG, and takes gate and line capacitances into account to give an approximate
timing simulation. This simulator was designed by R. Schneider at the University of
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Manitoba, to be nearly as accurate as SPICE, but exe¡utes many times faster
trnput

to the eimulator is a network list derived from the CIF.

based on the CIF descríption, the simulation is representative

[13J.

Eecause

it

is

of the design as it will

be fabricated, which may differ from Electric's net list.

.åPLSIM is valuable in testing parts of the circuit that have critical timing or are
dynamic in nature, ¡uch as the metric R{Ms. CSIM is not capable of handling
dynamic circuits or of giving timing information.

The UNIX operating system used on the work stations allows pipelining of
input and ouþut files, so the simulation commands for any of the three simulators
may come from a file, and the output data may be routed tci an ouþut file where
further analysis can be performed.
4.1.4. Dsslgn RuIe Checker

All designs made at the University of Manitoba

are submitted in CIF to the
Canadian Microelectronics Corporation (CMC). There the designs are examined by
a program called Dracula, which performs a detailed design rule check of the submission. Any errors are outlined and returned to the designer for correction and
design resubmission.

4.1.5. Test EqolpmenÊ

If no design rule errors are found by Dracula and Electric,

and the simulators

verify that the logic and timing are correct, the design is then sent to CMC for fabrication. lVhen completed, four samples are returned. These chips can then be tested
at tbe University of Manitoba, to verify whether the desigu is sound and to determine its operating píuameters.

To assist in this task, several pieces of test gear are used. An HP Data Generator and an HP Data Analyzet úe used to apply various data sequences to the chip,
and to compare the results with those expected. If problems exist, it is also possible
to use micro probes under a microscope to access va¡ious test points on the silicon
die to further anal¡ze the problem.

4"2, ProsCISype

ElesÄgms

Two prototype chips were designed and fabricateá to test the validity of the SE
layout ideas, and to measure the SE performance. In order to ensure testability, a
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number of smaller test círcuits were also fabricated, whích could separately test the
major components of an ACS processor.

4,2.1. Prototype üøV.Wsl0Yè

After experimenting with the Pascal Viterbi simulator, the next logical step was
to construct a circuit to see how much area it occupied and how fast it could perform. During a prelimínary layout to ûnd the approximate size and shape of each
cell, it was discovered that the maximum size receiver that could be built using 5¡.r,m
CMOS on a 4800pm square die, was a 4 processor version (i.e. v:2) of limited a¡ithmetic resolution. Simulation showed that 6 bits of survivor sequence length was usually to allow the sequences to merge before the serial output was generated. It also
showed that a transition metric resolution of four bits was acceptable, provided that
two guard bits were used to keep the sum from overflowing.
Since the hardware to implement this resolution occupied the entire die area, it
was necessary to generate the transition metrics off chip and to use

I

four pin ports
to bring them on chip. Although this meart 32 pins on a 40 pin package would be
used up, it allowed the ûexibility of using an external look-up ROM and so changes
of the metric during experimentation were easy.
,{lthough ideally the processors would be laid out according to Thompson's SE
graph for four nodes, the limited space on the die accommodated only one layout;
that of a pinwheel with all the interprocessor wiring crossing in the center of the
chip. Gulak calls the SE desigo a high wire area layout [1] and the reason for this
can readily be seen from the picture of the chip in Figure 24.
Tbe operation of the chip is as follows. Each processor represents one state of
the trellis diagram in Figure 25. As shown, there are two transitions into each state.
Thus, each processor receives the ts'o corresponding Btate metrics from the central
crosspoint array, which carries the stored sums of each of the state's previous decisions. Meanwhile, the off chíp hardware uses observations of the received symbol to
produce a table address for both of the two transitions into that state. Tbese four

bit values arrive via buses from outside the chip. The state metric and the transition
metric are added together in separate 4 by 6 bit ripple carry adders for each of the
two input paths. The two sums are compared by a 6 bit comparator and a select signal is generated, indicating which sum is lower. While this is happening, the survivor sequences are also drawn from the crosspoint array. The 6 bit sequence
selected by the above comparison is saved in a ÞFlipFlop latch on the positive clock
transition. The select line then gates the proper state metric into the normalÞer.
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Fþure

24:

Prototype Chìp CZZMB012.

if all four of the processors select a state metric with a value gfeater than 15,
will each of the processors normalize its metric by subtracting 16 from it. This
Only

prevents wrapíuound overflow while involving only the upper two bits. On the nega-

tive transition, the 6 bit state metric is latched, thus replacing the information from
the previous trellis step. The oldest bit of the survivor sequence is either presented
as serial data or dropped, while all the other bits are shifted over by one position

and the ûenrest bit iE appended to indicate the next trellis decision

in the path
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history. (The processor receiving the survivor sequence gets a pre-labeled sequence)
Thís bit can be hardwíred 8o a 0 for even processors, or X for odd. The procedure
then continues with the next received symbol.

j

Tabie A00r

Latches

Fþure

25:

þ1etrics

Víterbí Trellis f or CZZMB0I2.

The CIF ûle was submitted to the CMC for fabrication in the 5pm Northern
Telecom CMOS 18 process in May 1985, and samples were received in September
1985. Tests have shown that the circuit performs as designed. More specific information about the hardwrire can be found in the appendix"
4.2.2. Frototype [C3MBO23

In order to obtain a prototype Viterbi chip that is flexible enou8ù to

use for

va¡ious memory lengths, one must either have enough die area to make a receiver for
the largest memory length of interest or use necklace or edge partitioning and then
design the receiver on the circuit board level. Since the tecþnology available at
fabrication time did not allow the former, the latter option was elected. Edge
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partitioning was chosen for

neasons discussed

under olmplementation Strategiesn.

The size and resolution of the second prototype chíp was decided based on the
number of pins available, namely 40. Two processors required two input and two

output Etreams of data, plus timing, symbol values, serial ouþut, power and control
pins. By multiplexing two signals onto each metric or survivor sequence line, each
stream could be composed of 10 bits of survivor sequence, ffid four bits of state
metric, for a total of (4+10)x4f2:28 pins. This left 12 pins for the other functions.
Therefore, without using packages with more pins, or moving the survivor s'equence
processing to another chip, only two processors could be placed on a chip. This
corresponds to one edge ín the original SE graph. .A plot of this prototlpe is shown

in Figure 26.

for the original design was
time intensive, the second protot)?e was based on bit-slice cells. These could be
combined to any bit width simply by butting them together and making the proper
connections. Then the major wiring job consisted of interprocessor wiring, and conBecause the task of wiring between functional units

necting processors to the multiplexers and demultiplexers.

Instead

of using two guard digits in the ACS adders, the sums are clipped to

avoid wraparound. In other words, any number over 15 would be limited to 15 after
the operation. The carry bit from the addition is used to make the comparison
operation ûve bits wide instead of four.

It

was found by simulation that because the

ACS operation selects the lower sum, the one that overflows is usually ignored.
Even if the lower sum also overflows, this only leads to a moderate increase in the
number of decoding errors, as atr overflowed sum is not likely to occur on the maximum likelihood path.

An additional enhancement became possible when access to.3pm CMOS þs6am€
available through CMC. There was now room on the chip for two exchange edge
processors and their transition metric look-up RAlvÍ. This RAM was conûgured as
four 16 location by four bit static memories. Keeping the metrics in RAM allows one
chip to serve in any of the edge positions, even though each chip needs different
table contents. As a consequence, each chip requires R.{M loading circuitry so that
a whole circuit board full of Viterbi SE edge chips can be initialized.
Several thingp have been done to streâmliûe the decisions made by the proces-

A limited amount of pipelining is
used, in that the transition decision leads the survivor sequence latching by half a
clock cycle. Also, eince the adders are ripple ciurt, it is important to have the lower
bits of the previous state metric arrive first, so that the sum may begin forming,
sors a8 shown in the timing diagram ín Figure 27.
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Prototype Chip IC3MB023.

while the upper bits a¡e multiplexed during the second half clock cycle. Since normalizatíon affects only the upper bits, it can take place after the sum is latched,
rather than before, so the operation is performed while the lower bits are already
being transmitted over the multiplexed bus. This also allows the normalization decision, made off chip, to complete after the sums are already latched, avoiding the
bottleneck found in the previous protot)?e.
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IC3MB023 Timing Diøgram.

It was intended to obtain 16 samples of this chip, thus allowing
implementation

a 32 processor

of a SE receiver to be built. The power of such a receiver is not

trivial, and would demonstrate the potential of both the SE layout and of edge partitioning. Due to an error in connecting the clock to the ACS processor, the protot)?e
as submitted ín January 1986 will not function properly when fabricated. Thus, a
second release of this prototype is to be submitted in May 1986, with this e¡ror
corrected. The objective is that the prototyp€ will operate in the 5 to 10 MtIz range.
More detailed information on the op€ration and loading of the edge chip may
be found in the appendix.

4"3" Simu¡[aûåous
There were tr*,o aims in simulating the designs. The ûrst.was to confirm that
the logic indeed performed tbe desired function. The second was to confirm that
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there were no careless wiring errors in or between functional blocks.

The simulation proceeded in a hierarchical manner. ,{fter each functional unit
or macro cell had been laid out, a test was performed to verify its operation. This
usually involved constructing a command file for the simulator to apply an exhaustive
combination of inputs, or at least a unique sequence of ínputs that would test all
areas of the system's response. The results were manually compared with those
expected.

Once larger functional units were constructed from Íhe basic macro cells, simu-

lation was used mainly for wiring veriûcation. ,{ unique pattern of inputs and outputs was used to distinguish whether bits in a bus bad been reversed, that timing was
in phase and other such details were not forgotten during the design process. If the
individual macro cells worked under exhaustive testing and the larger units appeared
to respond correctly, it was unlikely that a wiring error existed.
The togical conclusion of this exercise was to simulate the entire chip at the top
of the desigu hierarchy. Unfortunately, this s,as never possible, as the amount of
circuitry, coupled with the large amount of recirculation inherent in the SE graph,
made the job too big for the simulators to handle. Limited success was obtained
with the CZZMHI2 protot)?e, in that if one could somehow force the internal voltage representations to initialize to feasonable yalues, parts of the ACS operation

could be simulated. Enough results were obtained to ensure that the bonding pads
were properly connected to the processors. With the IC3MB023 prototype the survivor sequence processing could be tested with CSIM, provided e¡s s¡amined and
later manipulated the demultiplexed input bus, thereby testing half of the logic at a
time. The metric handling operation yielded ambiguous results, possibly because of
the clock coûnection error. The RAM loading and operation could only be tested by
APLSIM because of its dynamic nature. For this test, the non RAM parts of the
design had to be removed to reduce the size of the simulation.

One important advantage of testing by simulation, besides the obvious reason
that it is cheaper to find errors in advance, is that internal nodes can be examined.
Points which normally do not communicate with the outside world are available
through simulation, and can be viewed or manipulated directly to aid in trouble
shooting.
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4,4. C&lp

ã"es8s

The prototype desigus rvere fabricated by Northern Telecom. Both the 5¡am and
3pm cbannel length process€s have single metal and single polysilicon layers. Four
s¡mples of each chip were returned for testing.

The hardware testing follows procedures similar to those used in simulation.
The main difference ís that with the hardware, one cannot usually see what occurs
inside the circuit except where pins are connected, or through the use of probe pads,
where they are provided.

4.4.L. Frototype CZß.þ[8i0M
The first test performed with the sample was to measure the current consumption as a function of the supply voltage. The HP parâmeter analyzer provided a
current limited voltage Bource for this test and showed that the porver supply lines
were not shorted internally.
Secondly, the test circuit

in Figure 28 was built using f.out

2716 EPROMs for

the 8 four bit look-up tables. The HP Data Generator was used to supply four bit
data to the circuit, while the output was viewed using the Data Analyzer.

0bsenvation

c77t'1801?

Serial
Flgure

2E:

0utput

CZ,ZMBOI? Test Jig.
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A, simple test pattern was used to ascertain whether the'chip might be making
the correct logic decisíons. Four separate periodic paths through the trellis were
chosen: @@..., (Ð1m1..., and 011011..., and 1111.... To produce these paths with a

minimum âmount of effort and control the amount of normalization that occurred,
four short sequences of artificial branch metrics were loaded into the EPROMs of
the test jig. The necessary input s€quences were from one to three steps in length
and were artificial in that they did not arise from a physical problem.

If

The 001 pattern will serve as aû. example. The trellis path is shown in Figure 29.
on the ûrst stage, the transition from state 0 to 1 receives a 0 metric, while all

other transitions receive a 2, and likewise, on the second and third stages, transition
2to3, and then 3 to 0 receive 1's, while all other transitions get 2's, one can see that
the least cost path through the trellis will have the pattern shown. The initial values
in the registers are of no conseguence, as the path will converge to this pattern after
several trellis steps. With this períodic sequence of length 3, th.e lowest metric sum
will build up to 16 every I periods, at which point all the sums will be normalized.
The amount of normalÞation can be va¡ied by changing the value of the branch
metric associated with the lowest cost path.

Ftgure

29: NI

PatternTest.

The four patterns were used to evaluate the prototype, and it was found to produce the proper pattern in each case, provided that the chip was not run at more

than 2 }ÁÍlz. lVith a s€quence that did not build up a metric sum, the chip

was
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found to produce an accurate pattern up to 10 MHz. This indicates that the normalization circuitry is at fault for limitíng the practical speed to 'i hd}Ir, which is not
surprising, as the decision to normalize is based on a wired OR. connection between
all the normalize request lines. This dependency wíu¡ not discovered in advance
because APLSIM was not yet available, and HG and CSIM do not give timing infor-

mation.

.

Admittedly, this is not the most comprehensive test that a receiver migbt
encounter. The data sequence used earlier with the Pascal simulator was applied,
using the transition metrics sbown in the appendix. It was found that the circuit
accurately decoded the input sequence at an operating speed of.2 ML].z.

At this point, the clock timing was varied, to se€ how short the respective cycle
components could be made. Because no significant events take place between latch-

ing the survivor sequences, and latching the metric sums, the clock need only stay
high for about f) nanoseconds. The serial output, although delayed internally by
about 1&) nanoseconds, had a short rise time with an oscilloscope and the Data
Anal¡zer as a load.
4.4.2. Frototype IC3MB023
Tbe second prototype has not been manufactured at the time of writing, so the
following is a test procedure description rather than a presentation of test results.
more comprehensive test is possible with this prototype because all the survivor sequences and state metrics a¡e available outside the chip. Also, the increased
complexity of the multiplexers and RAMs make such a test desirable. In following

A

this procedure, it is assumed that if some function is found to be in error, that the
rest of the procedure will not be followed blindly, as an error in one area may affect
the results while testing another. This procedure will work as described only if the
prototjpe operates as designed.

To ensure that the RAM contents initialize properly, the following test can be
run. Load the RAM with a unique pattern of bits. Then, operate the chip with the
inputs to the state metric ports set to zero. Sequencing though the 16 possible channel values will cause the RAM nibble at that address with the lowest value to aPPe¿u
as the state metric Eum output. To check the value of the other nibble at each location, one may increase the sum inputs corresponding to the lower valued nibble to
cause the multiplexor to select the other value. If there is any doubt as to which nib'
ble each processor chooses, the survivor sequence inputs may also be tagged by
applying all 0's to input 0, and all I's to input 1. The output survivor sequence bits
39
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will then be equal to the select line value in each respective processor.
Having proven that the RAM contents read back as entered, one may test the
ACS operation. Notice that if this operation does not srork at least partially, the

work. Load the RA,M with known values and apply metric inputs.
Ensure that the metric outputs are equal to the lowest sum of either input 0 and
RAM nibble 0, or input 1 and RAM nibble 1. Again, the survivor sequences can be
above test catrnot

used to tag the selected

sum.

:

To test the survivor sequence handling,-load the RAM with transition values
that will pick a predetermined path through the trellis with minimum effort. Use
sum inputs of all zeros and choose unique patterns for the sequence inputs. By step-

ping through the trellis, one can see that the correct sequence is chosen, and appears
shifted by one bit. The serial data should be equivalent to the sequence bit tbat has

just been dropped from the chosen register.

If

the chip worts entirely, a test jig can be set up to give it some real work.
Two chips may be wired to make a four state decoder. This test can be used to evaluate the performance of interprocessor communication, as each bus crosses a chip
boundary. For a chosen trellis, the transition metrics can be generated and loaded
into the RAMs. The circuit should be fed realistic test data, whereupon the output
should agree with that created by a simulation.

4.5, A,nea, E/O & Ferformance

R,es¡¡!És

The results of the simulations, design work, and prototyp":t"rt, are the following:

-

A single chip, four

A two

processor working prototype was produced.

processor exchange edge receiver subsection was designed, and is ready

for fabrication.

-

A cell library of Viterbi components has been desígoed to facilitate present

and

future designs.

-

The number of pins available for VO is a serious restriction when partitioning a
SE graph. A 40 pin device package allowed metric buses of four bits, and

of

with multipleNing. For more processors on a chip, or
for more resolution, it is necessary to use a package with mqre pins, or to multisequence buses

10 bits,

plex more signals on a pin.
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When partitioning, as soon as a package boundary is crossed, the entire decoder
must be paced to the slowest crossing. Conversely, íf more chips are used on a

circuit board, the receiver does not slow down apprecíably.
Though in general survivor sequences merge within 5v trellis steps, the software
simulator showed that for a channel with the impulse response assumed, six
steps, or 3u were usually adequate.

The simulation also showed that one could avoid overffow problems in a four
b¡t ACS processor by either providing two guard bits, or by limiting the sum
when it reacbed the maximum value, and using the carry bit to make a 5 bit
comparison.

for memory lenglh 2, was able to decode a symbol every
500 nanoseconds. \Vith the elimination of a known bottleneck, this could have
been accomplished in 1(X) nanoseconds.

A

single chip decoder

The size of a four bit processor without metric generation ha¡dware was found
to require a grid space of about 480 ì, (where À is the minimum length of a
transistor) per side. This result can be used with [1].
The size of a four bit processor with a 10 bit sequence memory, including RAM
look-up tables was found to require an area of about 400 by m À. The grid
size in the grid model would be larger than this, as SE wiring is not included in

the estimate.

4t
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5.X.. Concluslons

The objective of this thesis is to show tbat although the complexity of the
Viterbi Algorithm increases exponentially as the conshaint length of the problem
increases, a practical method for solving the problem exists. Through the use of a
higbly parallel structure, the Shuffle Exchange Braph, the processing tíme is kept to
one clock cycle per symbol interval, so that solutions to reasonably complex problems
can be calculated in real time.

Of the six potential VA architectures considered for this thesis, the ones with
most merit are the uniprocessor, the cascade, and the Shuffle Exchange. The uniprocessor solution has the slowest performance, but hardware can be designed to
achieve the highest constraint length

of the three layouts. The SE has the

fastest

performance, but is limited to small constraint lengths. The cascade occupies the

middle ground with medium throughput and medium area. The SE layout
chosen for study because this balance was considered important.

was

The protot¡rpe designs show that the resulting layout is practical with present
technology, and meets the objectives of high speed decoding. A Prototype was constructed that is capable of solving constraint lengh two problems with a s¡mbol
interval of 5(þ nanoseconds. The designs also allowed the constants referred to in [1]
to be approximated. A SE laid out on a grid model requires about 480 À square if
metric R.AM or ROM is not included. Approximately twice the area is required if
the R,AM is included.

The VLSI gríd model does not deal with the problem that occurs when designs
which are too big for a silicon die must be implemented. .A strategy for expanding
the problem size is described which is flexible in terms of design expansion and
changes. Functional, Necklace and Exchange Edge partitioning are discussed, and
edge partitioning is fully developed. Edge partitioníng is a practical interim method

4?
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of erpanding the size of SE graph that can be built, but the number of processors
that will fit onto an edge chip will eventually outgrow the number of pins available
to service them. Edge partitioning reaches a limit when no more pins can be added
to a cbip carrier to increase the number of processors per package and the circuit
board layout size becomes impractically large due to a large package count.
Partitioning will be advantageous in expanding design sizes until the VLSI technology advances sufficiently to implement an entire SE layout of equivalent complex-

ity on a single chip. However, whether partitioning or a single chip is used, a projection based on the minimum layout area of a SE graph, and the VLSI technology
under development suggests tbat the SE will likely be restricted in the near future to
solvíng problems with constraint lengths less than nine.

5.2. Recomnnendations
The following is a list of recommendations for further study.

-

Examine the possibility of operatíng the 2-D :uray at or near the lower processing interval bound. If this is practical, this array processing scheme should be
resea¡ched, as

it

has good decoding speed potential.

-

The cascade layout shows potential for medium speed decoding. It would be
useful to study its implementation in detail, to discover its performance limitations, and to see what the ma,'rimum practical memory length is.

-

A

decoder with memory length 5 ehould be implemented. using the resubmitted

edge chips. This would allow practical tests

to be run on a SE of

reasonable

size.
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.4,.Í.. Handware DescnñptÍon
The pin functions are the following:

I 0b0: processor 0 transition metric B, bit 0
2 0b1: proc 0 metric B, bit 1
3 0b2: proc 0 metric B, bit 2
4 0b3: proc 0 metric B, bit 3
5 --NC
6 CLK: clock input
7 la3: proc 1 metric A, bit 3
I 1a2: proc 1 metric A, bit 2
I 1a1: proc 1 metric A, bit 1
10 1a0: proc 1 metric A, bit 0
11 1b0: proc 1 metric B, bit 0
12 1b1: proc 1 metric B, bit 1
13 1b2: proc I metric B, bit 2
74 1b3: proc l metric B, bit 3
15
NC
16 3a3: proc 3 metric A, bit 3
17 3a2: proc 3 metric A, bit 2
18 3a1: proc 3 metric A, bit I
tg 3a0: proc 3 metric A, bit 0
20 3b0: proc 3 metric B, bit 0
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27
22
23
24

3b1: proc 3 metric B, bit

I

3b2: proc 3 metric B, bit

2

3b3: proc 3 metric B, bit

3

GND: power supply ground

2s

Nc

26 OUT: serial output
27 2a3z proc 2 metric A, bit 3
28 2a2: proc 2 metric A, bit 2
29 2a7: proc 2 metric A, bit 1
30 2a0: proc 2 metric A, bit 0
3t 2b0: proc 2 metric B, bit 0
32 2b1: proc 2 metric B, bit 1
33 2b2: proc 2 metric B, bit 2
Y 2b3: proc 2 metric B, bit 3
NC
3s
X VDD: power supply
n 0a0: proc 0 metric A, bit 0
38 0a1: proc 0 metric A, bit 1
39 0a2: proc 0 metric A, bit 2
40 0a3: proc 0 metric ^4,, bit 3
It

is important to note tbat due to the physical layout of thg signal interconnections in the center of the chip, processors 0 & t have their A & B inputs reversed.
This must be reflected in reversing the order of the transition metrics in the ROMs

of the test jig.
'IVhen two numbers Írre compared, the least significant bit of B is ignored. If
the rest of the number is the sa¡ne as A, the select line is equal to the least
signiûcant bit of A. This approach is reasonable because if a tie exists, the choice is
arbitrary.
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22

22

27

Test Jig Rom Contents

-

.tn

Test PaÍterns.

Note: The nibbles a,b, correspond to the trellis rather than the labels on the
chip. An 'a' transition is initiated by a 0, and a "b" by a 1. The port names wefe
kept consistent from each processor, to the chip port nâmes, and were wired to the
ROMs with nibble ua" to bits G3, 'b' to 1.7. The inputs are only reshuffled in the
ROM content itself, as shown.
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?'esÊ Sequemee

The data sequence used to test the prototype is shown above the output which
was produced.

0000706810677
12815ls6100000

xxxxx0000100
11010111100
The test patterns were produced with the following sequences of applied ROM
addresses:

Input Sequence Output Pattern

10

000m...

11,12,13,11,12,13,... m1001...

t4

11111i...

15,16,17,15,76,7',1,... 011011...

Table

4:

Test Pattern Generatíon.
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Schematic of Prototype CZZMB0I2 Frocessor.
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8.3.. ffiandware Ðescription
The pin functions are the following:

I

load: RAM load control. When reset is active, a 0 on this lead will zero the
address counter. A I activates the counter, while enabling the t-gate and write
line decoding to the 4 R.AM sections. The counter presents all 16 addresses to
each section in turn. The load line should be brought low once the last RAM
location has been loaded.

2 r0: Received

data input bit 0. 4 bit quantized data is applied to all chips in
parallel. Data must be applied after poçitive clock transition, and must settle
before negative edge. On negative clock transition, the value is latched and
used as a look-up address for each transition metric. r#hen reset and load are
active, these inputs provide the RAM data for initialization. Data which has settled during the positive clock cycle, is written to a location and RAM section
designated by the address counter during the negative clock cycle.

3 r1: Received data input bit 1.
4 12: Received data input bit 2.
5 13: Received data input bit 3.
6 miü): State Metric Input Stream 0, Bit 0(2). A transmission from the even
numbered processor preceeding this cbip is labeled 0. The 4 bits in each
number are multiplexed, low bits first during positive clock phase, high bit during negative clock. The ACS decision is latched on the next positive clock edge.

7
I

mi01: Merric in stream 0, bit 1(3).
mi10: Metric in stream 1, bit 0(2). A transmission from the odd numbered processor preceeding this chip is labeled 1.
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I milX: Metric in stream 1, bit 1(3).
10 hi@: State History Input Stream 0, tsit 0(5). A transmissíon from the even
numbered processor preceeding this chip is labeled 0. The 10 bits in each
number are multiplexed, recent bits Êrst during negative clock phase, previous
bits during positive clock. The sequence chosen is latched on the next negative
clock edge, U2aclock cycle later than the metric de¿ision.

11 hi0l: History in streâm 0, bit 1(6).
12 hiÛ2: History in streem 0, bit 2(7).
73 hi03: History in stream 0, bit 3(8).
14 hi04: History in stream 0, bit 4(9).
15 hilO: State History Input Streem I, Bit 0(5). Output

from the odd numbered

processor to this chip is labeled 1.

16
77
18
79
20
2l
22

hill:

History in streâm 1, bit 1(6).

hil2: History in stream 1, bit 2(7).
hil3: History in Btream 1, bit 3(8).
hil4: History in streâm 1, bit 4(9).
gnd: Power supply ground

clk:

Single phase clock input

ho14: State llistory Output Processor 1, Bit 4(9). The survivor sequence chosen
by processor 1 is latched and presented here in multiplexed form, nev/est bits
Êrst during the negative clock cycle, older bits later during the positive cycle.
Thus, multiplexing between chips is synchronized.

23 ho13: History out proc 1, bit 3(8).
24 ho12: History out proc 1, bit 2(7).
25 ho1l: History out proc 1, bit 1(6).
26 ho10: History out pfoc 1, bit 0(5). Bit 0 is the newest bit, and is always :
proc

1

for

1.

27

ho04: State History Output Processor 0, Bit 4(9). The survivor sequence chosen
by processor 0 is latched and presented here in multiplexed form'

28
29

ho03: History out proc 0, bit 3(8).
ho02: History out proc 0, bit 2(7).
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30

ho01: Flistory out proc 0, bit 1(6).

31

ho00: History out proc 0, bit 0(5). tsit 0 is the newest bit, and is always : 0 for
proc 0.

32

moll:

Bit 1(3). The new sum latched by the
ACS processor 1 is normalized if 'ni' is active, and presented in a multiplexed
format, least signiûcant bits first, during the positive clock cycle, most
State Metric Output Processor 1,

significant during the negative cycle.
33

mo10: Metric out proc 1, bit 0(2).

u

mo01: Metric out proc 0, bit 1(3). The latched and optionally normalized sum
from processor 0 is presented.

35

mo00: Metric out proc 0, bit 0(2).

%

d:

Serial Data Output. The oldest bit in the sequence chosen by processor 1
is presented starting on the negative clock transition, and is valid for one entire
cycle.

37

no:

Normalize Output. An active high signiûes that the two on chip processors agree that normalization is requíred. The'no" outputs from all chips must
be anded together to detect when all sums are ready for normalization. The

output becomes valid on the ACS decision latch.
38

ni:

Normalize Input. When active high, the constant 4 is subtracted from all
metric sums. Subtraction occurs asynchronously, and should be requested as
soon as possible after the ACS decision latch, þositive clock edge) and settle

before the negative clock edge. (In the case of IC3MB023, the constant 4 does
not affect the least signiûcant bits, so the normalization need only comPlete
before the high order bits are latched by the receiving chip')
39

res:

Reset. Active high, the metric sums afe s€t to zero on the next decision
latch. Tbe reset also reconfigures the RAM control for loading. The ram
addresses no\il come from the load counter rather than the r0 to 13 inputs.
While the load line is not active, the counter is continually reset to 0. r#hen
the load line is actiye, the r0 to 13 inputs are connected to the data lines on the

RAM which is now loading.
40

vdd:

Power supply.
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&.2.

W.A,&g ã,oadümg

Fnæedsåre

For the purpose of loading the RAM, all inputs should be changed immediately
following the positive clock transition, and should be constant for the rest of the
clock cycle.

As it is convenient to feed all chips using the single received data bus, loading
of the R.âbls will take place sequentially. First, the reset line is raised for 1 cycle to
reset all address counters. Then, beginning with one chip, that ioad line is asserted.
The R.AM values for processor 0 (of that chip) are fed in sequentially, starting with
stream A, address 00, 01, ..., 0F (hex). The counter automatically advances to loading stream B, then processor 1, stream A, then B. \Vhen all 64 locations have been
loaded, deactivate that chip's load line, and assert that of the next chip in the loading sequence. When all chips are initialized, release the reset line. This will free the
input data stream to be interpreted as look-up addresses, and allow the metric sums
to staft accumulating.
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Scheme8üe HÞåagrams
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32:

Bít Slíce Viterbi Processor.
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